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1. One major aim of the new constitution is to prevent the 
____ of power by any majority. 

 
A) misuse  B) compromise C) completion 
D) issue  E) existence 

 
2. When they called Bronson to head office I’m quite sure 

it was not their ____ to promote him to branch 
manager. 

 
A) avidity  B) impression C) prediction 
D) disposition  E) intention 
 

3. As the conditions of the expedition are likely to be 
severe, you had better take necessary ____ 

 
A) trials  B) precautions C) efforts 
D) objections  E) attempts 

 
4. To be a leader it is not enough to be hard working and 

knowledgeable; one must also be able to inspire ____ . 
 

A) denial  B) restraint C) discretion 
D) confidence  E) reservation 

 
5. As regards the proposals for the treaty on economic 

co-operation, my government has certain _____ 
concerning them. 

 
A) complication  B) reservations C) disturbances 
D) restrictions  E) reductions 

 
6. Surely no one on the Council would dare to dispute the 

_____ of his dismissal. 
 

A) recurrence  B) promotion C) legitimacy 
D) adoption  E) inference 
 

7. They raised no ____ to his prolonged leave of absence 
since they didn’t want to lose him altogether. 

 
A) refutation  B) refusal C) objection 
D) refund  E) compulsion 

 
8. A well organised company that knows its products are 

of a high standard does not fear ____ . 
 

A) conversion  B) concentration C) competition 
D) departure  E) pretension 
 
 

9. Serbian _____ in Bosnia has been strongly condemned 
by the civilised world but little serious action has been 
taken against it. 

 
A) conduct  B) settlement C) investment 
D) treaty  E) compliment 

 
10. Many of the pictures sent from outer space are 

presently on _____ in the public library. 
 

A) duty  B) display C) account 
D) exchange E) reinforcement 

 
11. Many of the critics clearly regarded several of the 

paintings on ____ as of poor quality. 
 

A) discovery  B) display C) occasion 
D) approval  E) account 

 
12. The report issued by the National Health Council 

draws attention to the hazards of ____ to X rays. 
 

A) resistance B) involvement C) confinement 
D) exposure  E) implication 

 
13. On the third day of the shipwreck they gave up all 

hope of finding any ____ . 
 

A) deserters  B) survivors C) conclusions 
D) suppliers  E) discrepancies 

 
14. Since the firm has been found negligent by the court, 

his claim for ____ for the accident hasn’t been 
accepted. 

 
A) compensation B) reduction C) employment 
D) relevance  E) cooperation 

 
15. The rise in energy ____ has led to a reduction of fossil 

fuels that the world must use. 
 

A) redundancy B) efficiency C) consumption 
D) suitability  E) conformity 

 
16. Asthma is a common ____ in which the airways lining 

the lung become inflamed. 
 

A) diagnosis  B) disease C) fury 
D) patient  E) recovery 
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17. From the report released today it appears that oil 
tankers suffer their major ____ on their return 
journeys. 

 
A) spills  B) costs  C) repairs 
D) drills  E) crews 

 
18. When an unknown but gifted artist is finally 

recognised, his paintings can become valuable ____ 
in the future. 

 
A) rates  B) accounts C) sales 
D) interests  E) assets 

 
19. The Carnegie Endowment for International Peace 

seeks an individual to launch a research project on the 
information revolution and its ____ on international 
affairs. 

 
A) impact  B) involvement C) reference 
D) linkage  E) comparison 
 

20. Unlike Europe’s stone castles and cathedrals, 
America’s historical buildings are often wood-framed 
and so subject to ____ from moisture and insects. 

 
A) rebuke  B) deficiency C) damage 
D) obsession  E) frustration 

 
21. The auroras are caused by the …….. of solar winds 

with gases in the Earth's atmosphere. 
 

A) intersection  B) completion  C) interaction  
D) perception  E) distraction  

 
22. As the new field-worker will be working in close 

_______________   with several others, make sure you 
select someone with an agreeable personality. 

 
A) uniformity  B) suspicion C) collaboration 
D) discretion  E) productivity 

 
23. The ____ concerning total disarmament have broken 

down without leading any fruitful results. 
 

A) intentions  B) complaints C) negotiations 
D) commitments E) involvements 
 

24. The special committee has been called to discuss in 
detail the ____ in higher education. 

 
A) retention  B) references C) apologies 
D) reliance  E) innovations  

25. When births outnumber deaths, the population 
increases; when the ____ is true, then it falls. 

 
A) opposite  B) growth C) proportion 
D) rate  E) decreases 

 
26. Among the problems facing bridge engineers, the 

most serious ones are those of ____ and repair. 
 

A) improvement B) reassessment C) determination 
D) distinction  E) maintenance 

 
27. The ____ was not a happy one at the time, but looking 

back on it I suppose I’m glad it occurred. 
 

A) improvement B) regression C) encounter 
D) intention  E) compromise 
 

 28. Locke, Hobbes and Rousseau were concerned in 
their writings with the question of a proper ____ 
between the public good and the right of individuals to 
exercise free will. 

 
A) balance  B) demonstration  
C) responsibility D) interest   
E) solidarity 

 
29. As a result of continuing economic recession, a huge 

_____ in the budget seems inevitable. 
 

A) redundancy  B) improvement C) profit 
D) distinction  E) deficit 
 

30. I wasn't at all impressed by the ____ he gave me. 
 

A) distribution  B) explanation C) determination 
D) complication E) negotiation 
 

31. Today a very wide spectrum of biological scientists 
are needed, both to develop the biotechnology of the 
next millennium and to ensure the ____ of life in our 
planet. 

 
A) explanation  B) process C) exhaustion 
D) duration  E) conservation 
 

32. These novels illustrate the author's ---- for the 
struggles of young people and the proper help 
that should be given. 

 
A) deceit   B) obligation  C) alteration 
D) disturbance  E) concern 
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33. It's worth remembering that his ---- of the 
downward trends in output over recent years 
is not the only one. 

 
A) interpretation  B) departure C) compliance  
D) discretion  E) intention 

 
34. A fair proportion of the workforce now work from their 

homes, a ---- that has been made possible by 
computers. 

 
A) disturbance  B) destination C) circumstance  
D) support  E) denial 

 
35. The genetic fingerprinting technique, which was 

developed in the UK and is now used as a ---- of legal 
identification, determines the pattern of certain parts 
of the genetic material DNA that is unique to each 
individual. 

 
A) benefit   B) structure C) sufficiency  
D) combination E) means 

 
36. Volcanoes are built by the ---- of their own eruptive 

products, which are lava, ash flows, airborne ash and 
dust. 

 
A) accumulation  B) destruction C) explosion  
D) instability  E) growth 

 
37.Education is both a consumption and an investment 

good. The---- of knowledge by reading a book can 
give pleasure and benefits to an individual equivalent 
to consuming an ice-cream or seeing a film at the 
cinema 

 
A) contribution  B) exclusion  C) obscurity 
D) acquisition  E) continuation 

 
38. Anthony Powell, the contemporary British novelist, 

shows in his writing great familiarity with the work of 
Proust while avoiding much direct ---- to him. 

 
A) interest   B) dependence C) quotation  
D) reference  E) obsession 

 
39. If the _____ of profits falls in one area of activity, 

entrepreneurs may move their resources to an 
industry where the returns are higher. 

 
A) stage                 B) policy                 C) liability 
D) level                  E) phase 

 

40. A basic _____ of amphibious warfare is undoubtedly 
command of the sea. 

 
A) concession  
B) requirement 
C) obsession  
D) determination 
E) withdrawal 

 
41. In a blizzard, the ____ of very low temperatures, 

strong wind and suffocating snow often proves fatal. 
 

A) expectation B) endurance C) engagement 
D) consistence E) combination 
 

 42.The ----- that terrorists use to move money from 
regions that finance them to their target country are 
often identical to those used by criminal gangs. 

 
A) regulations B) methods C) provisions 
D) laws  E) admissions 

 
43.  In the wake of yet another financial scandal, the chief 

accountant handed in his ----- to the director. 
 

A) retirement B) redundancy C) promotion 
D) resignation E) vacancy 

 
44. Now that formal ----- has been given by the 

government, the project team can be recruited. 
 

A) reference  B) apprehension C) approval 
D) expression E) determination 
 

45. Champions of the green movement regard the internal 
combustion machine as one of the biggest ----- in 
history. 

 
A) disasters  B) rejections C) admissions 
D) denials  E) illusions 

 
46. The laws concerning the breeding of animals for 

research could turn out to be to the ---- of medical 
research. 

 
A) admission  B) detriment C) exclusion  
D) preference E) cohesion 
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47. A strong ---- exists between a country’s wealth and 
the freedom afforded its citizens. 

 
A) coincidence B) correlation C) consideration 
D) determination E) interpretation 

 
48. Owing to the shortages in some building materials 

and labour ____ in some trades, the building industry 
began to make more use of prefabricated. 

 
A) components B) immunity C) reliably 
D) cavity  E) scarcity 
 

49. Satellite-servicing technology is being used to 
upgrade the Hubble Space Telescope to perform 
beyond its initial design requirements. Twice 
astronauts have replaced the telescope's solar 
panels with higher-performance ones. The most 
impressive improvement, however, has come with 
the …….. of a new camera to record the images seen 
by the Hubble . 

 
A) distribution  B) application  C) installation  
D) duplication  E) reaction  

 
50. The 1990s have been a general ____ in aid to poor 

countries, largely because of fiscal pressures in many 
rich countries. 

 
A) consumption B) decline C) contingency 
D) conviction  E) expenditure 
 

51. The whole business of having meals at fixed ____ is 
nothing but a social convention and, in modern life, a 
matter of convenience. 

 
A) approaches B) substances C) intervals 
D) requirements E) proportions 
 

 52. The United States will officially take 70,000 refugees 
in 2003. In return the number will be much lower as 
many thousands will be caught up in lengthy ______ 
necessitated by post-September 11th security 
procedures. 

 
A) distinctions  B) competitions  C) departures  
D) delays   E) resources 
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NOUNS 
 
CEVAP ANAHTARI 
 
 
 
1) A 2) E 3) B 4) D 5) D 6) C 7) C 8) C 9) C 10) D 

11) B 12) D 13) B 14) A 15) B 16) B 17) A 18) E 19) C 20) E 

21) B 22) C 23) C 24) E 25) A 26) E 27) C 28) E 29) E 30) B 

31) E 32) E 33) A 34) C 35) E 36) A 37) D 38) D 39) D 40) A 

41) E 42) B 43) D 44) C 45) A 46) B 47) B 48) E 49) C 50) B 

51) C 52) C         

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


